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CHAPTlm I 
nrI'HODUCTION-THE cnEW COMPLElfENT ISSUE 
The introduotion of nenr and faster airliners has always been preceded 
by difficult labor negotiations trying to set terms to OOVer theirqperatlon. 
It i8 often quite dit.floult to see beforehand what change8 the new airplanes 
will bring with them. This problem is oompounded by the addition, in the near 
futm'e, of an ent1rel7 new type of aircratt. the turbine powered airplanes. 
Historical. experience with airline labor problems shows that the more oompre-
hensive and ~evolutlonar:r the equipment ohange is, the more d1ffleult and com-
plex the labor problem will be. The jet will bring the greatest revolution in 
airline opP.rat1.ons sinoe the inoeption ~ the scheduled airlines themselves. 
In the oase of turbine powered, jet airplanes, the future is part:i.cularly 
cloudy, The eoonomic factors underlying jet ope1'ation are, in great degree, 
stUl unknown. Ma:r\r more variables exist in jet operation than are present 
tod.q in piston powered aJrplanes. To cite merely a fews 
1. Jets will use a form of kerosene, and cheaper fuel than the high ootatl 
gasoline presently used. However, hel oons'tll!lPticm wUI be increased by over 
two and one-half times. 
2. The speEd range of the various types of jet airplanes on order by the 
various United states airlines wUl range between 575 miles an hour to over 
635 miles an hour. The fastest commercial. airliner in operation today is the 
Douglu 00-7, with a cruising speed of' 365 miles an hour. 
1 
2 
3. The number of passengers that a Douglas 00-8 can carry will be about 
134 in a oombination of tirst class and coach. The 00-7 today oarries either 
r;8 passengers first class or 86 passengers in all coach configuration. 
4. The purchase price of a Douglas 00-8 turbojet is $5,000,000. The 
average cost of United Air Lines' fi.fty .... 1x Douglas 00-7 ail.'1>lanes is 
$1,906,000.1 
5. A Douglas 00-7 toc::lq is able to produce some 200.000 seat mUes dail3. 
A atingle Douglas na-a. due to its great.er capacity and vutly superior speed, 
will be able to produce almost 700,000 seat miles suh day.t or over three 
t iJne8 as :ma'Il7 &III the 00-7., 
Thus, 11' the percentage of occupied seats (load factor) remains the same 
as at present, it oan be seen that the increases in revenue to the airlines 
is likely to be ver.r large. On the other hand, expenses will ot necessity be 
much greater than at present, due to vutl3" i:ncreased depreciation oharges, 
fuel expenses I maintenance of a:ircratt and ground handling support for the air-
planes. The increase in passengers boarded an the much larger jet airoraft 
will bring greater expense. in the number of personnel necessary to handle 
them and their baggage. With this large nuaber of varia.ble factors, the ga.p 
between what airline management thinks it can a:f'ford in the way of wage in-
creases, and what labor's idea of the least it can uk for is wide, to say the 
least. The significance of the problem is best illuminated by the fact 
luni ted !!!: Linea Annual Re~rt, 1951, page 9. 
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that five Presidential Fact-Finding Boards have befln appointed to help work 
out airl1ne la.bor problems. 'This becomes doubly' significant when viewed 
aga.inst previous airline-labor backgrounds. Clarenee Sa,ren, president of Air 
Line PUots Assoo:i.ation (.A.P"L-CIO)" made t.he .fOllowing statement about his 
union's relationship with one of the large airlines "in eighteen years of eon-
traetual relationship between 1'1\1 association and Eastern Air L:f.nee .. there ha.s 
never been a ease even gone to mediation" We have been able to work the prob-
leme out across the table without govenmaent assistanee or ass istance of tm.y 
kind.,,2 Thbtstatement wu made at t.he first meeting of thesccond of five 
Presidential Boards appo1.Jttedto assist in world.ng out a pilot contract. 
FAStem Air Lines has long been noted in the industry tor its amicable pilot-
company relations. Ver:r I~Ort.ly after this, a third board na appointed to 
i help F.astem work out an agreement with its Flight Engineers. These disputes, 
I 
i 
although in actuality sap_ate eases, were combined and public hearings held 
\ 
from February through J1mei 19~8. The issues were, and are, 8<> very oomplex 
that the board required t.wp \f'ull thirty-d.., extensions plus another shorter 
, 
extens1.0ll to work out. ree~ations and an intelligible report. 
The key dispute in todqts airline labor problems is a jurisdletional 
[ 
\ dispute bet-nen Flight Eng:t~ers International Association (A.FL-CIO) and ,Air 
tine PUota ASBoolation (P.F1,.Cro). Again USing E~astern Air Lines as an 
,( 
example, the Flight EngineeX"p AsSOCiation (A.FI..-CIO) announced it would strike 
4 
unless the company agreed to a contract provision requiring mechanic-trained. 
fl tf;ht eng~.neers aboard future Eastern A.ir Line jet airplanes. A.t the same 
t i.me, the pilots were demanding a similar provision in their contract GUaran-
teein~ that the flight engineer would be pilot trained. 
The major jet age development influenoing labor union pol~ is the proba-
bilit,r that the airlines of the United States will be able to handle more 
pa.ssengers than ever before with fewer airplanes, and thua, fewer crews than at 
present. For example, American Airlines, second. largest commercial airline 
operation in the world, now operates 195 airplanes of various types. During 
the Fall of 1957, o. R. Smith, president of American, predicted that by' 1961 
the airplane neet of' A.mElrlcan would. be cut down to some 120 airplanes.3 
Similarly, United Air Lines, currently the world's largest airline, now oper---
ate. a .fleet of 199 airplanes, consisting of l44 first class airplanes (41 
Douglas no-7) 36 Douglas 00-6B, 14 Douglas 00-6, and :5) Oonvair .340») 48 air 
coach airplanes (15 Douglas 00-7, , Douglu 00..65, and 28 Douglas 00-6), and 
7 Douglae oo-6A cargo aircraf't.4 By 1961-62 the fleet of aircraft may well be 
reduced to 130 (ho Douglas 00-8 jets, :)l Boeing 720 jets, and 39 piston en-
gined aircraft). 
This is quite a. out and it understandably' has flight crew unions worried, 
Pilots stand to lose m08t since by and large the larger jet equipment will be 
Betnen Ti:astem ~ Lines and Air Lines Pilots Association (AFL-CIO' - New York 
Cliy, Apr11 3 .. 19 ,. Page r. - , 
>Aviation Da~ Orashington), October 12, 1951, p. 218. 
4unlted !!! Lines Annual HeEOrt, 19t57, page 9. 
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replacing smaller twin engine equipment, as Oonv"ir 340, Martin 202 and 404" 
or Douglas 00-3 aircraft. 
It is expected that these smaller airplanes, whioh never carr ted a fligh:t 
engi.neer, will be replaced on short haul segments by airplanes suoh as the 
00-7 and DO-6B, which are now used on long range flights and which, because 
of their weight, will carry a third crew member, the flight engineer. The 
jets will take over the long range route segments and will car'17 a flight 
ElIlRineer. The net result will be, in the case of United Air Lines, a fleet of 
130 airplanes. all carrying enginef'rs, replacing a neet of 199 a1rplanes,ot 
which only 116 nacesai tated a three-man crew. The requirements for night 
Anp,ineers, then, would be cut from a number sufficient to man 146 airplane s to 
those required to starf 130. The pilots, on the other hand, now man 199 air-
planes J in just a ftl'll years, this number will be cut to only that n!':'cessary 
to man 130, or a drop of sixty-nine airplane/c1!'e'W8. 
The pol tcy instituted by the Air Line Pilot. Assooiation (AF'L-CIO) is one 
of protection. Certainly', it oannot hope to keep all of its members flying as 
pUots or co-pUots. However, if a rcqu:t:rernent existed that fB.ght ellt.~ineers 
be pilot trained rather than meohanically oriented, as at present, then much 
of the pilot surplus would be taken up in the engineer's position, at the ex-
pense of a large nuriber of t"le present Flight Engineer Officers. F'~ced with 
this threat, then, the obvious position ot the FErA (AFL-CIO) was one of main-
taining the "status quo". 
In summation, current airlj~e labor problems, while involving wages and 
working conditions which apply to extsting p1ston-powered airplanes as well as 
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to the turboprop and turbine jet equipment, have as an O'lerriding issue that 
relating to the flight crew complement. Botl) labor organizations insist on 
requiring higher q,.l&lifications for the night Engineer than thoSE! set forth 
by the Cavil Aeronautics Board. The FEIA (AFL-CIO) requu--es that, ill addition 
to the night Engineerts certif1eate, certain other requirements be imposed 
which can onl,. be met by a highly' qualified mechanic. The Air Line PUots 
Association (AF.L-CIO), on the other hand, has established as its policy that 
the third crew member, in addition to the present night Engineerts certifi-
cate, be a pUot qualified individual. This the Flight Engineers t union 
regards as an effort on the part ot the pU0t8 f group to remove the present 
mechanic t)"Pe flight engineers from their jobs and replace them with pilot 
engineers. Contrary to all previous cuatom within the industry, little con-
structive a.tt.ntion has been paid to varloue pq and working condition dis-
putes, ea.oh organisation has ptlt the various airlines on notice that it. mem-
bert!! win not operate the airline, or at least not the turbine po!If"ereci air-
craft which will soon be received, tmle •• it. poeitiOl'l em crew complement is 
recognisod. 
THE mEREST OF THE PUBLIO 
It 1.s necessary to bear in mind. that in this survey we are dealing with 
a public utility With which both the governmentand the public are greatl,. 
concerned. Nor 18 the airline industry governed to the same degree as :In or-
dinary labor dlsputes by the factors of business competition and eCOl'll')1'!\ics. 
7 
It must be home in mind constantly that the indust17 i8 entitled, by law, to 
be subsidised by the gO'f'ernment 1.f it is absolutely required to do so in order 
to maintain and d.evelop the quality and type (if atr transportation necessary 
for the COID'llere1al growth of the United states, and. t.he maintenanoe of an 
adequa.i.e national defense. The airline being subsidized must, however, demon-
strate eeonomteal, etficient, capable, arxl honest management to be eligible 
for this euhsidation. It should be noted in this regard, however, that of the 
twelve domestic airlines whose operati.ons are of a trunk character, only one 
reeeives a:t11' subetdat10n at all from the government. This is Continental Air 
tine., which receives subsidy payments far some of its very short haul routes 
wb:t.ch are o£ a local servtce character. 'the larger airlines-Un1ted, Trans 
World J E.tem, and Americ~ve received no subsidy payments for some 
twenty years"'; The larg&st, carrier of Air kU. United. Air Lines,6 receives 
leu than h per cent of 1_ total rElVenUCt from Air kU,? ree1!Iiving thirty-two 
cents for ecrry:tng a ton of mail one mile. The deep interest of the public 
in the airline industry grows out of the })Oasibilit,. that the Federal Govern-
ment may be oalled upon, by la, to exteDd financial assistance to an:r air 
transportation company, in the form of greater mail payments, a larger rate 
for caTrying a ton .t4 mail a mile. It i8 apparent that the public is also 
concerned over problems involving safety. The passage of a Federal Aviation 
'u .. S. Department of Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Board, Financial. 
Statements I 19S'7 (and prdvious) .. tv ash1.ngton. 1958) .. 
6xbld. 
-
7Unitod !.!!: tines Annual Report, 19~7, page .3 
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Act by the last Congress demonstrates the concern of the Federal Government 
0'Ve'r the growing hazards of air tra:f'fic., cttlm.imlted by the series of colli-
sions in the air and the large nunber of near collisions which have and are 
tak1.ng place. It is readily apparent, then, that this is not merely' a juris-
dictional dispute between two 'l.miona, or simply between a labor union and. an 
emp].G;Y8r. 'rhe interest of' the public 1ml.st be paramount and this must pl8¥ a 
large part in the eattlement ~ the dispute. We must always keep this in 
mim ill order to place the problem in ita proper perspective. 
TnE CARRIERS RESPONSIBILI'l't 
An air tranapol"tatlon C&mp&ny 18 required by' 1_ to oonduct a safe and 
effioient operation.8 This obligation is not merely moral, 1Mt is spelled out 
legally in the Cirll Aeronautios Act of 1938. It haa the primtU7 responsi-
bility tor the ail"'lOrthineas of its aircraft an::! tor the s&tet,. of ita opera-
tions. The Civil Aeronautic. AdmtDiatrat10n orig:t.nal17 certifies that a par-
ticular type of production aircraf't may be ued in camnereial transportation 
in the United Statu, it does not have the reS]»n8ibl1lty, however, of passing 
on the continuing ainrorihinea. of eaeh airplane in a carrier's .fleet. Thus, 
d1reet respcmsibilit,. for the aa.tet:r of each airplane liea directly with the 
air carrier. This 1e in addition to ita legal obligation to tInY passengers 
80ivU Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended .. (Washington, 1938). 
Seotions LOb(a), !I~(b), and 601{b). 
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who may becom.e :J.nj1.1TAd and its overall moral obligation to provide a safe and 
efficient method of air transportat,ion. WIth this object in view, Civil Air 
Fegulat10ns provide minimum qualifications for crew members. One of these, 
dat.tng back to 19L8, provides that a third orew member be carried, in addi-
tion to pllot and co-p1.10t. on all aircraft wlth a weight of 80,000 pound5 or 
more.9 In the words of the Civil Aeronautics Boardt 
"Despite the automatic devices which are available and installed in 
S110h aircraft, t1-~ey have so many Uems callj.ng for the pilots. 
attention and are so complex in operation that the pilotst ability 
to aocomplish all duties imposed on them ma,y at times be exceeded 
if provision were not made :for a flight engineer. The flig-,ht 
enginE>..er wUl contribute substantiall~! to reduction of pi.lot fatigue 
and resulting accident provoking sequences. In pa.rticular. the 
duties which, 11' required to be perfol"l'l\ed when the aircraft is be-
ine flown on i.nstrumem.s, when there are difficult navigational 
problems, when radio communicatlons are erratiC, or when the pilots 
are attempt:tng to follow complicated traffio control proceO.'\.U'es, 
and accO!ll:Plish instrument approaches would be except 'tonally 
onerous jl..O 
This establishment· of the poSition of Flight Engineer, by the Civil 
Aeronautto8 Board alOng with its minimum physical and license req,uirements, 
is recopnized by the Civil Aeronautios Board am all parts of the aviation 
industry as being merely zr...nimum requirements which carriers, of their own 
choice, or through discussion and negotiation with union employees, may ex-
ceed at will. It is this which both Flight Engineers International A_ooiatio 
(AFL-C!O) and the Air Line Pilots Association (AFL-CIO) are doing, asking 
the carriers to exceed the m1n~ requirements by a provision which 
9rteport to the President by the Emergency Board, Appointed by Executive 
Order 10749 D,?ted Jarmary 21, 195"8, pursuant to Section 10 of the Railway 
tabor Act, As Amended (Washington, July 21, 1958), p. 4. 
lOrbid, p. 12. 
-
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for all practical purposes, is mutually exclusive of the desires of the other 
party. It would seem then that the settlement of this dispute must be reached 
with a view towards the legal responsibility of the airlines involved, that is, 
to provide safe transportation. Between the two alternative courses demanded 
by the contending unions, the carrier has the right, and the responsibilitY', 
to make its own choice, but its choice should be consistent to the greatest 
possible extent with its moral and legal obligation of providing safe trans-
portation .. 
When the third crew member was first placed aboard aircraft, it was not 
because the inflight operation ot the aircraft required it.. Maintenance 
facilities 'Were scarce along the routes of many airlines. Carrying a mechanic 
made it possible tor the individual to direct local maintenance of the air-
craft a.nd to certify it as being airurortlo". The original title of this person 
was night mechanic.. Throughout the middle thirties and up to the middle 
forties, when the term -Flight Engineer" originated, thia sj.tuation prevailed. 
After the war, ot course, four engine aircraft of larger and more complicated 
design were introduced.. In 1948, action was instituted which obtained a 
Civil Air Regulation requiring a third crew member on aircraft in excess or 
3O,OOC pounds empty weight. This regulation was supported by the Air Line 
PUots Association. but not by airline managements in general. There is no 
-II 
concrete proof for the allegation that the pilots f union was tr:ying to create 
additional jobs during a period in some ways similar to the present •. The 
medium range Douglas DC-6 was being produced, to replace the shorter range 
Douglas DC-h. As at present.. the replacement with new equipment would have 
caused less jobs. The facts are that at this ttme demand for air transpor-
tation exceed available equipment, the DC-4 t s were merely relegated to some-
what shorter nights instead of replaced. This year, however, available 
equipment is more than adequate to carry passenger traffio, even allowing 
constant traffic growth over the near ruture. The new jets cannot help bllt 
create I. surplus. During 19,8, the best avallable estima:te, that of the 
Ci.vil Aeronautics Board, is that somE! sixt,.....two percent of avai.lable seat 
l1dles are rUled, CIt', conversely, thirt,....eight. per oent are empty. In 1947, 
the load factor (or per cent of seat miles ocoupied) was seventy-three per 
cent or only twenty-seven per cent empty. 
This regulation, establ1.shing the requirement of a third crew member, 
permitted the flight meOhlitnic or flight ~nginle:r to qualify and serve in this 
position, or a q'~ifi0d pilot could be used at the discretton of the company. 
Some of the ai.rlines ohoose pilot perstJnnel, others mechanics. The runct1.onal 
relattonship of the Flight Engineer to the pilots is one of asslstanoe. He 
bas duties, not respotlttibi1lt-ies, He asststs the pilot, performi.ng these 
duties under the direction, eupervtsion, and oommand of the pilot who has the 
responsibi.1 "tty for the aircraft and the flight. The Civil Air Regulations 
assign the pilot his complete responsibility in these words. "The pilot in 
12 
command shall during the night be :in command of the airplane and crew and 
shall be responsible for the safety of the passengers, crew members, cargo 
and airplane. 1t The Civil Aeronaut1.cs Board interprets this as, "Conferring 
on the pilot in com"'~\nd with respeot to matters ooncerntng the operation o£ 
the airplane, full control and authority without limitations over all other 
crew members and their duties during flight time." The role of the flight 
enf;tneer as an ass1.sts.nt to the pilot is thus an undeniable and basic fact 
arlsing out of the history of his job speoifications. 
crlAPTF.R II 
THE roONOMIO ISSUES 
Ix:perience on Piston-Powered. Airorart 
Disregard:1r1R claims made by both competing unions, var1.otlS a:i.r1ine man-
agements are of' the opinion that there is little difference in terms of sa:tety 
between pi1ot,...qulitied and mechanic...qualti'ied flighteng1..ne1ars. Four a.irlines 
Panagra, Capital, Delta, and Braniff' consider that they have had satisfactory 
ex:perienees and excellent earet,. records with pilot-qualified flight eng:lne>.:lrs. 
They show no inclination to change thett policy-. On the other hand, four a.ir-
lines considera1)ly larger than these haYe fiown their piston engine equipment 
with mechanic qual1f'ied third crew members. 'rhese carriers are Pan-AmericarJ 
World Ail"llltlyS, Amerioan Airlines, Trane-World Airlines, and Eastern Airlines. 
Pan-American and TrlllIU!J-World are large international carriers, with TWA also 
Ming involved in a widespread domestic operation. This international charac-
ter orip.;1.nally led to employment of flying mechani.cs on these lines due to 
sometimes inadequate maintenance facilities outside the continental United 
States. ~rica.n and Eastern, however, are almost totally domestic carriers 
and always have had adequate facilities for servi.cing their aircraft. All four 
carriers have had :results in terms of safety and efficiency in all respects 
equal to or surpassing those of the p:ilot-engine-er airlines. In fact, American, 
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Pan American, and Trans-World have recently concluded agreements with Flight 
Eng·l.neers Association International which contracts for II meehanicengineer 
well into the .1et operations era for these oarriers, a five year contract for 
American and a three year contraot fer Pan-American. 
It is very important to note, however, that two airlines, United and Oon-
ti.nental, which formerly used meo'" anic engtneers are in the process of switcb-
1ng over to pilot-eng:tneers. In the case of United Air Lines, over 90 per cent 
of the .flight engineers today are pilot qual:ttled.1 Further note should be 
made of an Eastern Air Lines finding through a study o:t its 1951 operations 
that its twin engine airplanes, Martin 404 aircratt .. operated by only two pilote 
without the assistance or a night engineer appeared to have had better mechan-
tcal functioning than did its larger equipment which nearly always required. a 
flight engi.neer" This :i.s re,flected in a comparison of flight hours per engine 
failure, engine hours per unsehed1lled removal, and overall costs per flying 
hour. Even l'lIOre weight 1.8 given to this compar5.son when it is observed that, 
by the very nature of the short. range routes operated by the Martin 404 air-
plane. more frequeDt take-Otfs were required. with its attendent strain upon 
the aircraft.! Analysis of this compariSon, however, leads one to the conclu-
sion that at the very most, this argument merely outs some doubt upon the 
t.heory that there are functions whi.ch a meehani~ngineer can perform and which 
tJannot be obtained with a pUot-eng1neer. Tn.ere are variables in the type of 
lUn1.ted Air Lines, Third <lue:rter ReP2~ !.2 Stockholde:r:s, Chicago, 
Pctober l~, 10;1. 
2Rewrt to the President by Emergency Board Number 120. Washington, D.C., 
July, ~I I ItJS1r, ~B. 
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operation (short-range and longer-range flights) which affect the engines, 
such as longer per:i6ds of climb at full power to which larger airplanes are 
subjected. 
Disregarding at this point the possibility ot h~sn relations problems 
within the a1rplane cockpit as a result of the friction between the two unions, 
it anpears that the requirements of safety are equally well met by either the 
ptlot.-eng1.neer or the meehanle-engi.neer. One qualifioation, however, is neces-
sary. In the case ot overseas or extra-oonttnental United Statea flights" a 
meehanic-engineer mq be preferable due to lack of maintenanoe and servioe 
facilities on the partioular route being flown. 
As discussed in a small degree in Ohapter I, we are about to enter into 
a period. of great ohange in air traneportati on. The following table indicatea 
the type and number of jet a1.reraft on order by United States Airlines. It 
should be kept in mind that the least expensive jet offered for sale today 
costs '3,200,000 each. The upper limit varies according to the optional equip-
ment desired by each airline, the best estimates place this upper range at 
somewhere about $~,500,OOO.· The latest piston engine airplanes, the Douglas 
00-7, delivered in 1958 oomplete wi"th radar and custom interiors, cost about 
~2J,OOJOOO each. 
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TABLE I 
Boeing Boei.ng Convair Convair Lockheed 
00-8 72.1 720 880 600 Electra 
-
. 
American 
-
2~ 25 
-
25 30 
Braniff 
-
S 
- -
9 
Capital 
- -
9 
- -
Continental 
-
4 
- - - -
Delta 6 
-
10 
- -
li'.astern 20 
- - - -
40 
National 6 
- - - -
2.3 
Northwest S 
- - - -
10 
Pan .Ameriean 17 2.3 
- - - -
Panagra 4 
- - - -
Trans World 
-
.3.3 
-
30 
- -
United 40 
-
u 
- -
Western 
- - -
9 
Total 100 90 49 121 
Source. United Air Linee Company Records 
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The purchase price of all these airplanes amounts to $1,565,000,000. 
From this point of view alone. am disregarding all human relations issues, 
the air oarriers have a large stake in the future and their desire for stable 
labor conditions, without whioh profitable operation of this huge fleet is 
impossible, is well just1.f'1ed. 
Virtually all of this new jet equipment ,.-4...11 be used on the airlines' 
longer routes, and its piston engine airplanes gradually relegated to the 
shorter 1"Un8. This is the reason that the crew complement issue has beoome 
critioal. If there must. be a chatlge from the widespread policy' of mechanic-
engineers to one of pUot-engineera, the time to do 80 is obviously' now. 
Do the changes in the type of alrcraft operation present. problems suffi-
ciently di.fferent .t:rom those enoountered. in plata engined operation to merit 
the c~ advoca.ted by the pilots or are the obanges proposed by' FElA (.ArL-
ero) in favor of more stringent mechanical qualiticatlona necessary1 This is 
the i8sue. 
At this point it becomes necessary to dtst inguiBh between the two t}tpes 
of turbine powered. airplanes. One is the turbine powered propeller driven 
airplane amen as the present dq Vickers Visoount or tbe ooming Lockheed Elec-
tra. Some airlines call these airplane. ItPropjets·; in order to take advan-
tage or the promotional upeets of the word "jet-It. This "propjetlt is a mis-
nomer, the oo.rrect designator is "turboprop.. The airplane is powered by a , 
turbine engine, but the turbine turns a propeller which drives the plane. The 
second type is the real culprit in the cue, it is a turbi.ne powered jet air-
plane whi.ch 18 driven by the comp!"@ssion or gasses which creates a thrust .. 
this thrust, identical in pri.ncipal and in effect to air escaping from a 
rubber balloon. drives the aircraft forward. It is called a "turbojet". 
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Both of these new type of a1.rel'art will be big~er I will ny higher and 
fastet", and will have a radically different kind. of power plant. It is mod .. 
em eq\lipment, reoently desi.gned and engineered and will have improved systems 
and m.&n;y' automat ie devices not now in evidence on p18ton-pcwrered airplanes. 
It is obvious from a study of both the turboprop and the turbojet tr.at the 
former will entail a leaser change in method. of operat-\on than the turbojets, 
or "pure" jets. The turboprop will ny between 22,000 and 25,000 feet com-
pared to 18,000 - 22,000 tor the Douglas 00-7 and Lockheed l6h9A Super Con-
stellation. Its speed will be tour hurxlred miles an hour compared with 365 
for the 00-7 and )40 for the LoCkheed 1649A.' The turboprop will use propel-
ler., as do present day puton airplanes. Although modern technology has 
~ed a number of changes in the control panels in the cockpit and through-
out the atrplane, several years t experience with the Vickers Viscount British 
Turboprop haa made available a large stOZ09 of intormatlon about turboprop 
operation. 
A mueh greater degree of change and unoe.rtaifttT is inevitable with turbo-
jet airplanes. No transport. even approaching them have ever been used :in oom-
mercial air transportation by w:r:r American air oarrier. An example o:f the 
uncert.ainty i8 the serious mishapa eneotmtered by British Overseas Airwau 
Corporation in 1952. In this year the neHavilland COnlpatv of Great Britain 
3Lockheed Aviation Corporation Aircraft Specifications, Burbank, 
California, June, 1957. 
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produced a new type of airplane, the "Comet Itt turbojet. A fleet of twelve 
was purchased by the gover:nment-oont.rolled Brttish Overseas Airway-s. Corpora-
ti.on (OOAC). The airplane was thoroughly tested by both the British Govern-
ment and roAO and. found in all respects to be a su:perb a.irplane. It was put 
into scheduled operati.ons between London and Japan with intermediate stops 
such as Rome, Cairo, and New Delhi. After some months ot uneventful, routine 
nights, three Comets crashed in jut a tew lfeek~. All indica:tions pointed 
toward mid-air explosions. The Comet I fleet w8.sgrounded for investigation 
and subsequently sold by B-1Ae to the Royal Air Foree. The investigations 
proved that the constant p%'essuriutlons of the oabin at high altitudes had 
caused em.a.ll stl"'UCtural weaknesses in the cabin to rupture. Rapid Decompres-
slort occurred when the pent up air in the eabtn reached through the structural 
faults, and caused an explosion very much like that which occurs when an in-
flated balloon is pri.cked by ... sharp pointed object. The structural fault was 
caused b:r, metal tatigue. This had never happened before, and is a good example 
of the uncertainties of jet trat'lSportation. Six years of research, coupled 
with extenstve jet operations at high altit'Udes by the Air Force, has elimin-
ated the possibili.ty ot metal fatigue being a factor in future airllne opera-
tiona, however. 
T1ll1Iojet transport. wUI ~ at altitudes of 25,000 to 40,000 feet, nth 
t'l-te opt-tm_ oombina:tion of performance and economy being at about .35,000 feet .. 
I 
The speeds involved rill be far in excess of 500 miles an hour, with 600 mi.les 
per hour currently being considered likely. At departure, it will weigh be-
ween 265,000 and 300,000 pounds, and will require just under two m.:Ucs of 
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:runway space to leave the grou.ru::l. The heaviest plane today weighs 125,000 
pounds f11l1y loadooand req1).il:'e1!J a'bout 7,000 feet for ta.ke-Off.4 The jet will 
consume its fuel, Ii fom of' kerosene, at the rate of six and one-half tons per 
-
hour at optimum crllising altitude} it torced to fly at an altitude lower than 
its :lndieated cruise level, the fuel consumption rate m~ be as high as ten 
tons per hour. A 00-7 today, full,. loaded nth pUsengers together with their 
bagr::age, will weigh just about the same amount as. only the fuel oarrted in a 
00-8. Once committed to a landing, it is virt\lal3¥ imperative that the jet 
proceed to do so. Because of its speed and. tuel oonsumption problems, careful 
night planning will be a neaessity. V1ea.ther oondit:tons that are not taken 
into consideration properly, or unexpeeted weather dev~lopnents, will cause 
rapid replanning of the flight path which Il.USt be accurate. U8l\V ai.rports 
have a physical. limit on l""!ll"IIr8Y length, and certain conditions ot temperature 
and pressure will cause normall:y useable runways to become unsafe for jet 
aircraft. The introduct.ion of this MWElr and faster equipment will also add 
further emphasis upon the already overburdened departments of government which 
control air traffic movements. 
Pilot wage stnwture is a very- complicated arrangement. The following 
items are taken into oonsideration when computing wages. 
Uunited Air Lines Oo1!%p8l'Jy Hecardts. 
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1. Base pay. Starting salary approximates $2,200 a year, with increas-
es of $200 per year to a maximum of $3,600 a year in an individual ts eirpth 
year, and thereafter. 
2. Terrain. Certain routes, such as Chicago to Cleveland .. are oonsid-
ered as nat terrain. Cleveland to New York would 'be considered, on the other 
hand, as mountainous terrain. Pilots reoeive extra pay .. per hour, acc{)l'd:ing 
to the speed of the equ.ipmen't ncmn, the type of terrain .. and the time or dq 
the .flight operates.. according to Table II. The statistios noted are tor 
Captains only. Co-pllots reoeive the same base pay but only ~O to 53 per oent 
ot the extra hourly pq ot a Captain. In addition, extra pay is granted 
pUots and co-pilots far over-water fl\ying, pilots receiving $2.00 more and 
co-pilots $1.5'0 more per hour. l"arthermore, they receive an additional sum 
of two oents per each one thousand pounds of certified gross weight for each 
hour 80 nom in such an airera.ft.' Historically, FEU (.AJi'L...CIO) estimates 
that night Engineers receive about 40 per cent of the total wages of a 
Captain, computed on mIloh the same basis. 
The most recent pilot wage proposal 1& that of .American Airlines. The 
airline originally attempted to replace the above outlined multi-element prq 
formula with what it calls ftpositive pq plan". The.lJ.J'A (A..FI,...CIO) will dis-
ouss nothing but a MUlti-element formula, so Amerioan has replaced its posi-
tin pay plan with the following: 
A 10 per oent increase in all elements. This would mean that a ninth 
'Agreement between United Air Lines and The Air Line Pilots in the Servic 
of United Air Lines, Inc., Chicago, 1957, page 6-9. 
TABLE II 
P!LOTS TNCltNTIVE STRUCTURE 
nat Terrain Composite Rate Mountainous Terrain 
Dq Night Dq Night Dq Night 
Per Boar Per Rour Per Hour 
Under 125 m.p.h. th.OO $6.00 / $4.7$ $7.25 15.00 $8.00 
125 moo* lho m.p.h. 4.20 6.30 5.00 7.50 5.20 8 • .30 
ThO 'OTBNI l~ m.p.h. 4.40 6.60 ;.2; 7.75 4.40 8.60 
1"~ UT'IDI1 175 m.p.h. 4.60 6.90 ;So 3.00 5.60 8.90 
175 UTBNI 200 m.p.h. 4.60 7.20 ;.75 8.2; 5.30 9.20 
200 m.p.h. or more 5.00 1.50 
- -
6.00 9.50 
200 UTBNI 225 m.p.h. 
- -
6.00 8.50 
- -
225 UTEfII 2$0 m.p.h. 
- -
6 .. 25 8.75 
-
250 UTBNI 275 m.p.h. 
- -
6.,0 9.00 
-
275 UTBNT 300 m.p.h. 
- -
6.75 9.25 
- -
300 ~ENI 32S m.p.h. 
- -
'7.00 9,.50 
-
325 UTBNI 350 m.p.h. 
-
1.25 9.7S 
- -
350 'OTBlU 315 m.p.h., 
- -
7"0 10.00 
- -
375 lJ1'BNI 400 m.p.h. 
- -
7.75 10.25 ,-
-
*tJTBlU signifies "Up to but not including". 
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year officer, t1:ying the ma:rlmum eighty-five hours a month, aBsumedly half dq 
and half nip-ht &8 is usulllly quoted, would earn annually, 
TA.Bt.E III 
AlmR!CAN AmLINF..s WAGE PROPOSAL 
Oaptain Co-PUot 
On a Oonva:1r 240 piston airplane $17,424 $10.927 
On a Dougl:U 00-6 piston airplane 19,560 12,059 
On a Douglas 00-7 piston airplane 21,792 13,352 
On a Lockheed Electra turboprop 22,400 13,564 
On a Boeing 707 jet 26,9.39 15,9706 
'The Air tine Pilot • .Association (A14'L-CIO) is demanding a third pilot in 
the cockpit of each jet aircraft. This will be anexpeneive proposition for 
the airlines inasmneh as the replacement of a mechanlc-engineer by a pilot-
entr,ineer will coat the companies, ·some $5,000 per upgraded. engineer. (Acoord-
ing to in/ormation received from FE!! (.A.F.[,...OlO) .. the average senior flight 
engineer rec.i.vea about $10,000 per year.) If the airline decides its opera-
tions require a mechanic-engineer. and further it it is forced to accept a 
third pilot (and thus a four man crew), it could cost them almost $16,000 per 
year. t1ne large company' esti.mates that upgrading the engineers to pilots 
§.Aviation DaUl, Washington, June 11, 1958, p. 301. 
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responsibility would cost them $.3,300,000 a year with no increase in sa.t'ety to 
the public. The second suggestion is estimated by the same airline as adding 
$7 .2~0,OOO to a.mmal expenses, &rain withO"Ut proport1onate increase in safety.~ 
TABLE IV 
A COUPARISON OF Anl LTh"E PILOT WAGE DmAlIDS 
wrI'H PF1ESE1:n' C~'TRAOT WAG'g$ 
(Per Month) 
International Domestic Plus 
~ . Flying International 
Top Seniorlt.,' ) 70 hrs. $2,130 $1,816 
Oaptains ) 8, hre. 2,~72 2,27.3 
Present 
Top Seniority) 70 hrs. 1,28, 1,153 
Ce-PUots ) 8, bra. 1,~15 1,360 
ALP! Demands 
$.3,015 
3,758 
2,050 
2,555 
Pan American World J.irwrqs, the recipient of this Air Line Pilot (A.FJ,...CIO) 
demand, esti.mates the increase is 82.4 per cent over present Captain rates and 
89 per cent over present co-puot rates. Pan American has offered a 15 per 
cent increase in wages. It 18 apparent that the demands of the Air Line 
Pilots Association (JJl'.L..,.CIO) would permit a top senior.ity Captain to earn aver 
$L.~,ooo per 1'981".8 As noted previously, jets will be able, fully loaded, to 
7Ibid., September 25, 1958, p. 209. 
6rbid~, September 15, 19;8, p. 104. 
-
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bring in almost four times as much revenue as todayts airplanes. Charts V and 
VI attached on separate pages indicate the increased productivity expected 
from these new airplanes. 
Ton-Hiles 
in Millions 
20,192 
19,561 
18,930 
. 18,299 
17,668 
17,0)1 
1h,4~ 
15,175 
15,lh4 
14,513 
13,882 
13,521 
12,620 
11,989 
11,358 
10,727 
10,096 
9,465 
8,834 
8,20) 
7,572 
6,941 
6,)10 
5,679 
631 
o 
Table V 
CAPACITY OF llORLD' E, AIRLHTES 
1954 - 1961 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lResult of 15% increase per annum from 1957 
I 
Long Range 
Medium Range 
In service af'ter 
1 January, 1958 
In service before 
1 January, 1958 
In service after 
1 January, 1958 
In service before 
1 January, 1958 
~~ 
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 
Table VI 
Increase in Transport Productivity, 
Expressed in Available 'l'on-Miles per Aircraft Hour 
Aircraft Types 
DC-3 
Piston 
Turbo-prop 
Turbo-jet 
.~ 
'!ickers Vic king 
2,AAB 90 - Scandia 
Martin 404 
Dc-4 
F-27 Friendship 
c-46 Commando 
cv 240 
ev 440 
V-700 Viscount 
I.749A Constellation 
DC-6B 
110490 Super Constellation 
L1649A Starliner 
DC-7C 
Boeing 377 Stratocruiser 
Se 210 Caravelle 
L188 Electra 
V950 Vanguard 
DH Comet 4 
~ristol Brittanea 
ev 880 
boeing 720 
DC-8 
Boeing 707 
(] 
IJI 
• 
~ 
lSSl 
(ill 
~ 
ITTI 
Ell 
rrm 
[ill) 
K""" 
o 921 1,853 2,764 3,685 4,603 5,528 6,449 
OHmER III 
POsrrToNS OF THE PARTIES 
lli Lines PU~. Association (A.FL-CIO) 
Perhaps the most ef'fectb"e methoc:l of presenting the position of the 
pilota- union is t." quote excerpts from its policy verbatim. 
Resolved that it shall be the policy ot the Air Line Pilots 
Association that all members of the operating crew shall be pilot 
qualified, and 
Be it further resolved that the Board ot Directors at the 
lltth Oonvention adopt as mandatory ALP! pollCTI that no Turbo-
Prop or Jet. Turbine Powered A1rcrai't wUl be operated unless and 
until it is ma.nned at ill flight stations, by a qualified pilot 
in the employ of the oompany as 8. pilot and 
Be it further resolved that it shall not be inconsistent 
with the implementation of this polley for the ASSOCiatlon to 
pr"OVide job protection for currentl,.. employed non-pllot operating 
crew members, and 
Be it further resolved that the third crew member require-
ment, on present ancl future aircraft be continued, and 
Be it further resolved that crew members shall be mown as 
Oapta1l'1, .First Off1eer, Second Offi.oer, 'third Offioer, Fourth 
Of'fiC~ etc., and under no c1rcumstanee YUl such pilots be 
refer to &8 Flight Engineer, Navigator, Radio Operator, etc., 
and every effort shall be made to encourage sta:rdard usage of 
these recommended. tttles, and 
Be it further resolved that ALP! will resist the removal of 
arv crew member from the operating crew, unless the pilots in-
volved ooneur with such removal,. Tbe pilote involved will not 
give their approval without first considering two things I 
1. oan the trip be ea.:t'ely operated atter the removal of 
the crew member? 
2. Are the pilots rllli.ng to acoept the addition&1 work-
load?l 
lAir Line Pilots Assoeiat1.on, Compilation .2!. Actions .. 14th Convention 
l,fiami, 1956. 
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The Air Line PUotsAssociation (AFL-C!O) has taken, or is taking, strike 
votes a,~ainst Pan .American World Airwa,.vs, Eastern Air Lines I am American Air-
lines. These votes are the rel!pllt of two th1ngst 
1. Studies that ALP! (AF'!,...CI0) undertook on how the faster airplanes 
would affect their working condi tiona J and 
2. The refusals of these earriers to accede to ALP! (AFL-CIO) demands for 
a guarantee that all flight crew positiOns be filled with pilots. 
As a result of extensive studies made of jet equipment, the pUots came 
to the conclusion that the work of the third man on the jet would 00 a far 
different one from what it is today on piston powered aircraft. Today'. 
flight engineer is concerned mainly with propellers, .fuel ml.xture controls I 
oowl flaps, engine superchargers and similar mechanical devices. He regulates 
the engine cowl flaps on take-o££ I and regulates the fuel mixture for maximtlm 
effioiency. Re 1a responsible for maintaining proper cowl settings for cor-
rect engine cooling. 
The pilots contend that the jets will have none of- these mechanical ttlnc-
tiona. No propellers exist, no mixture controls, no courl naps. Pressuriza-
tion ot the cabin will be virtually automatic. The function of the present 
en~"neer will be gone. Most of the aircrai't systems wUl be electronic rather 
than J!echan1cal. If lU\Y s;rstem breaks down in night, no repairs will be 
possible and the only recourse will be to land f.or repairs. The only remain-
ing major taJIk for the engineer will be fuel management. ALPA (AJ:i'L-CTO) feels 
that thh can probably be done more e.rficlently by- electronic computing devices. 
)0 
ftAll this mElal"lB, simpl:y, is that there will be little reason why" the 
third crew member on tomorrow's jets nerds to be a. qualified nreehanl.c. 
Indeed it would be So social waste to put • well trained mechanic L"lto 
a spot where his skills cannot be utilized..,,2 
The Air Line Pilote ASflociation (AFI,..CIO) points out that the largest 
operator of ;jet aircraft in the world, the Air Foree, even :1n its largest jets, 
carries no flight engineer. The pilots have ohosen to ignore the fact that the 
Air Foree does not carr,y a third pilot either. 
The duties of the pilots will be far from simplified in jet operations, 
however, The number of planes in the air has been increasing greatly. Such 
airports aa Chicago's lIidway, Washington's National, and New York's La Gua.rdia 
have reached their operations limit. Arr.y planned increases in airline sched-
ules are forced to utilize alternate airports, as O'Hare in Chicago, Idlewild 
or Newark in the New York area. A new airport 1. presently being constructed 
in Washington. The merging of faster airera.:rt into the traf'~'ie now at these 
and other fields will merel,. mean that present congestion will cover a. larger 
area, am that pUGts need to 'be more alert. AI noted in Chapter- II, the jets 
will consume six and one-halt tons of fuel an hour. This is almost three times 
as ft'lll1'l7 gallons per hour .s t~js airoraft. 'this means that pilots will 
have to plan his flight even more careful1,. than at present. He will ha.ve 
little time to l!fhold" at an airport for weather improvement. His decisiOns 
!lU1St be made faster, and more accurately, than today. 
2statement by Karl Y. Ruppenthal, former Executive Vice-President, A.ir 
tine PUot, Association. Reported in Aviation Dai!:. \faehington, A.prU S, 
19t;5, p. 26. 
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When two Piper Cubs three m.Ues apart approach each other at si.xty miles 
an hour, the pUots have a minute and one-half to take evas i ve action. If the 
Piper Cubs are replaced by two Boeing 707 jets flying at 600 miles an hour, 
the M.nte allowed for pilot action is reduced to nine seconds. The p:Uots feel 
that two pilots must alwa.ys be in the cockpit to watch out for traffic. Sinee 
circumstances often require one pilot to be absent from the cockpit, a third 
pilot must be available for the required "look-out". The pUots' union is 
silent on the possibUity of this vital function boing performed by electronic 
computers, which could. also initiate necess8.l."'1 evasive action .. 
Another important t.tor is the possibility or explosive depressurization, 
similar to the British Comet incidents noted in Chapter II. 'IT a. window blows 
out of .. plane flying at 20,000 feet, as could happen in today's equipment, it 
1s not very difficult, nor tme consumtng to descend to 10,000 .feet, where 
oxn- in the air is aurric1ent to support lite. The story' is quite different 
when the altitude imolved is b"ooo feet, as 18 possible in jet operation. 
The pilot will have but a few seconds to don an os::ygen mask and start an emer-
gency descent. If one of the pilots ie not fast enough, he may be asphixiated 
before hiIJ oxygen mask is in place. The pilots :recommend a third pilot as an 
important safety factor in 8llCh eues. 
The pilots admit that the medical taotor is also important since many 
pilot. in soheduled service have passed. their sixtieth btrthday. DlU'ing 1957 
two pilots died of heart attacks while piloting separate airplanes. Another 
quoted instance is a situation in which both pilot and co-pi1ot suffered a 
severe case of food poisoning from eating tood served in flight. (The author's 
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pride in his own airline impels him to state that the carrier involved was not 
Un1tedAir Linee.) In the case of the heart attacks, there is nothing to in-
dicate that more thorough physical examinations would have given advance warn-
ing. The Air Line Pilots Assooiation (AFL-CIO) says the answer is to put a 
third pilot on board. Todayta airora£t can gem:rally be flown adequately by 
one pilot, with the second, or eo-pUot, as a safety factor. The pilots feel 
that tomorrow •• jets will probably need two p:Uots constantly. Therefore a 
third pilot is reqUired tor purposes ot safety. 
The pilots know that the airlines are oaught in a squeeze ptay. The 
engineers threaten to strike unless the comparJ1' guarantees them a job on the 
jets, while the pilots threaten to etrUce if it does. They also know that the 
airl1.nes wo'nld like to have the issue l"'esGITf'd now. It will be easier far the 
carriers to stand a striJar ncww while busi.,nee::; is relatively slack than when the 
jets are actually here. Today's 00-7'8 have a book value of about $)00,000 
each. It i8 far less expensive to have them grounded than the jets with their 
$5,000,000 price tag. 
This dilema i. worse on PM American World Alrwa,ys. That line signed a 
contract with Fl:tght Engineers International A:'!soci.atlon oalling for mechanic 
flight e~l1,ineers for a period of five years. The new en~ne(!>r scale is so 
high that pilots pay will have to be raised about 35 per cent in order to 
ma1nta1.n historic differentials. As discussed in Chapter II, Pan American may 
still be forced to oarry a third pilot because of ALPA (AF.t.-CIO) action. Ii' 
this occurs, its cockpit oosts will be about 2) per cent higher than that of 
Trans World Airlines and its European oompetitors. 
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In a positive wa.y, the Air Line Pilots Association (AFL-CTO) has a plan, 
for displaced flight engineers. The pla.n actually is an adoption o! the pro-
gram instituted by Un1.ted Air 1 ...ine8 when it switched to pilot-engi.neers in 
195'2 , 
1. All flight engineers who could qualify as pilots would be trained at 
compan:y expense and allowed to fly in any spot to whioh their sentority en-
titled them. 
2. Presently employed flight engineers 'Would be guaranteed job security 
as flight engineers as long aa the company operates piston engine equipment. 
3. SotI'le arrangements could be made for early retirement for those 
engineers desIring it. 
Ih If the jets come :rapidly, presently cgplOJ(ld flight engineers 'VlOuld 
be guarant.eed good jobs in the maJ.n:tenance shop, where they are bad.1y' needed. 
5. At their option, engineers could accept severence pay. 
Pan American AiN8i1l be~an scheduled jet service October 26, 19~8, with 
a daily round trip New York to Paris to Rome, and added a second service 
November 14, 19;8, New York to Lon<!ort round trip. Since no pllot contract has 
been signed, regular pilots will not fly' the aircraft, involved~ the Boeing 701. 
The daily schedules are being flown by Pan American's twenty-two su}Y.:rvtsory 
pUots. This arrangement obviously cannot continue long.. The National Media-
tion Board is now trying to get the parties together on a temporaJ7 basis, at 
least until the present hig~ charged atmosphere clears. 
The Air Line Pilots have and TWA of 
negot 1at ion "Sweetheart" con f American, a news release 
ff J\:m€ ric an Airlines management is evidently prepared to pay a:rrr 
price, 1naluding attempting to operate their turbine powered 
aircraft under a concept which has been declared unacceptable 
by the pilots of all other U. B. airlines, and by the pilote ot 
pract:i.eall;r all air lines of the free world. American Airlines 
haa not only seised the opportunity to profit from their "sweet-
heart" deal with FETA, but evidently' hopes to profit by savings 
on an inadequate system of crew qualification and train:lng which 
will not provide a fully ctualified ttail safe' crew on American's 
turbine powered aircraft."l.J. 
In 8't1r!Im8l"'T, the Air Line Pilots (.AFL-Cro) demand that eve'Jf'1 flight deck 
:ltation on the turboprop and turbojet aircralt be manned by pilotsJ that all 
~_ pilots be required within twelve months to obtain .. night engineer's cer-
~itl"te (not an Aircraft and Engine License). They feel that jet operating 
~onditionll will call for the utmost in fiig,ht crew coordination. This will 
pe impossible 1i' all crew members are not pilot oriented, and particularlJ' 
rhen tbere is job rivalr;y a8 at present. The pr' senee of three crew members, 
~l capable o£ ~ the airplane, wUI serve as a means of relieving tension 
IU'X! w11l prov1de greater assurance o£ safety, The pilots emphasize that the 
rtlight engineer resluted from proeeedi.ngs supported by pilot grOUPSJ and that 
~he engineer ..... placed aboard the airoraft to relieve the pilots of certain 
etails whioh were always previously handled b7 pUots. They contend that the 
~rfort of the .fl..1.ght engineers to .tend the mechanic engineerti job to turbine 
~uipment ia a challenge to the le~al and trlkiitional. authority of the pilot in 
ommand. The pilots maintain that this would impair the level of safety neee&-
e:rr under the oonditions which will be faced. 
4News Release from. Air Line Pilots ASSOCiation, Chicago, April 7, 1958. 
F'11,ght E!!j:i.neers Association Interna.tional. 
The flight engineers feel that the arguments advanced b.1 ALP! (~IO) 
are not nett. The jet and turboprop transports are simply a now excuse f·::>r 
their intrCld1.1ction at thts time. They advance the theory that an historical 
approaoh is necessary to fully appreciate the problem. 
In 191)4, .ALP! (An,..crO), Eastern Air Lines Council decided that the night 
engineers presence as a Iteparate cratt d1m.inlshed their paramount authortty :in 
the cockpit, and demanded that r.astern train all 1.ts pilots so that they might 
obtain a night engineere certificate. Eastern retUBed and the pilots threat-
ened to strike. To avoid an industry-wide problem, Eastem and thirteen other 
carriers represented by the Air Transport Association requested that the Civil 
Aeronautios Board change its rules so that onlY a. commercial pilot' license 
'ftolud eat ist:r the requirements for night engineer.. The government agency 
denied t.he request, stating that the meehan"tcal complexity of aircraft types 
introduced since the original mechanic-engi.neers rule justifies to an even more 
marked degree than ever tfJe necess1ty of providing within the flight erew, 
in addition !.2 ~ pilot,S, an individual possessing more extensive experience 
and training in the mechanical operation ot aircraft then that required of 
pUote. The dec:i .. sion was not opposed by the Civil Aeronautics Administration. 
teh at that time was conducting studies ot the regulato17 problems ot jet 
operation. The Board. also stated that the presence of an enp,ineer in no "IIt!tJ! 
dim:tnlshed pUot authority. 
FET! (AFL-Cro) contracts with carriers have alw~8 held that pilots can 
obtain a night. engineerts certifioate if he demonstrated his flight engineer-
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ins; knowledge and proficiency in accordance with regulations. Airlines had 
t~.e option of choosing whtohever type of engineer they wanted. As a result, 
90 per cent of the world t s flight engineers do not seek or expect pilot 
olUtdf.i.cation, have a separate seniority list, and are represented by their 
own barr.aini~ unit. 
The FF.T.l (AFL-CTO) strongly attacks the ALP.! (AFL-CIO) concept that 
safety demands a third pilot, espectally since this only seems to be the case 
on aircraft requiring a flight engineer. No one talks about ftfail saf'e" crews 
for the Vickers Viscount turboprop, the Fairchild F-27 turboprop, or any of 
the exeoutive jet aircraft requiring just two pilots. 
From the technical aspect, the engineers point out the experience of 
mili.tary and oivil operators of jet aircraft indioates that the safety of a 
night may well depend upon proper analysis of air conditioning or pressur1-
sat1.on systems to prevent or prov:J.de warning against the failure of these 
systems which are absolutely imperattve to lite at 25,000 to 40,000 feet. 
The use of alternating current is expected to increase the oomplexity ot 
instru.mentation by about 70 per cent. l<'uel management for jets is vital, for 
l'l'1ishandlinr; ot pumps or tank seleotors can cause thousams of pounds of 
lateral imbalance in minutes I along with appreciable shifts in the center of 
gravity of the aircraft. 
Where p1.lots wish to substitute electronics for an engineer, the flight 
engtneers point out that development of new systems J such as the Kolleman 
Integrated Flight Systenl, will eQse the burden of the pilot but will create 
electronio complexities out of formerly simple devices as altimeters and air-
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speed indicators. 
The British Aviation Insurance Oompany, whioh insures now and will prob-
ably insure :in the future all British aircraft plus the majority of aircraft 
nown by European carriers, wholeheartedly supports the retention or mechanic-
engineers on aircraft.. Since the company wUl have about a one billion dollar 
inte~8t in airline safety, their opinion, supported by English technological 
studies, must bear considerable weight. Alan B. Hunter, principal stIr'Veyor of 
t;he compa.ny, • ..,. 
-It i8 in the diagnosis field that a Flight Engineer would be in-
valuable. The amount of knowledge that a pilot today is called 
upon to assimilate precludes arrr hope that he could also be an ex-
pert. in systana engineering diagnosis. A flight engineer can fill 
this gap.tt5 
tt, on a transcontinental Boeing 707 night, the cruising speed was 
~llowed to go beyond the opt:!..tmtn by 1 per cent, the tuel reserve for "holding-
wa.iting for landing olearance) would be reduced by 25 per cent and its range 
:it 20,000 feet reduced by seventy-five m1.1e8. This is where the analytical 
a.bilities of a flight engineer, oombined with careful monitoring of flight per-
"ormanee oan be a positive safety factor. 
EYeq turbine aircratt in operation today requiring a three-man orew, 
erriea a meohanic engineer. The Boeing 107, flown by Pan Ameri.can su:perviso:r:r 
~ilot8, is manned by a regular night engineer. British Overseas Airways Cor-
)Oration carries a 8pnoialist flight engineer on its turboprop Brtstol Brittan-
a and its DeHavilland Comet IV. In accordance with this policy, the British 
5AlMrican Aviation, Washington, AprU 7, 1958. p. 27. 
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Overseas Boeing 707 and the advanced Vickers VO-IO jet wUl haTe an engineerts 
position built into them. 
n .At Israel Airline. and Aeronaves de lfexico are earring technical. 
specialist. flight engineers on the turboprop Br1ttania transports. 
The United states Government, when placing an order for three Boeing 107 
transperts fer the nse ot the President and other top officials ot the United 
Statea and visiting countries, specified that a mechanical specialist night 
engineer's position WIll to be buUt into the aircraft. 
Pan ~riean World Airwa,ys has signed a tive-y-eu contract with FEI! (AFL-
em) eovering its night engineers in the jet era, and lilted its reasons for 
doing 10 as tollowsr 
1. By pre-existing contract the professional engineers are entitled to 
perform the engineering funotiOl1 whare 1t is performed by a separate individual 
in t.he cockpit. 
2. The National. Mediat.ion Board holds that, under the Railway Labor Act .. 
the FEIA (AFt,..,CIO) 18 the PNPEll" bargaining agent for night engineer employees. 
The Board urged that Pan American inolude in a!\Y ccmtraet with the union the 
right ot the engineers to aerve on any Pan American planes, inCluding jets, 
where engineers are required. 
3. Jurisdict.ion by FEIA (AFI,..C!O) over those performing Flight Engineer 
f'unetiona ie recognised by the AJl'L-CIO Washington headquarters. 
4. The contract makes it possible for the company to begin making 'Plans 
for jet training and orew Assignments. 
5. The agreem.ent assures eonttnllation of the Company's strict safety 
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poli67 of using only highly trained and qualified engineers. 
The Civil ,l\eronautios Board has refused to change the regulations gat'-
erning flight engineers. In view of this, the p:Uots un1.on is the only group 
in the industry claiming 8. safety hauro exists. Even thoug .. l-t the pilots claim 
that the problem 1s technological, and a matter of safety, its representatives 
have told individual flight enf~ineers that if they would join the Air Line 
Pilots Association (AF,L..CIO), an arrangement could be worked out whereby n~ 
pilot qual1f1,ed engin~8 could be allowed to perform their duties in jets. 
This attitude on the part of Air Line Pilots uBoeiation (AFL-CIO) officials 
seriously ilnpairs their claim that the problem 1& one of safety. 
AI noted in Chapter I, the FE!! (AFL-CIO) feels that the controversy stems 
from the oonc~rn of the pUots that pUot unemployment will result from the 
conversion to turbi,ne equipwmt. United, American. Trans World, and Pan 
American haTe already furloughed a considerable number of eo-pilots. In the 
case ot Pan American, the mst recent furlough ot 22) pilots brings the total 
released by that compatJ.y' to well over 300 • 
.As small non-flight enGineered equipment i8 replaced by flight engineered 
j~ts and turboprops, mtU.'I7 more pilote will be furloughed, whUe engineer lists 
w:t11 remain relatively stable. This very serious problem has caused ALPA. (.ll""L-
eIO) to demand a fourth orew member, a pUot, en airlines where it has vir-
tually given up i.ta tight to replace the engineer" 
On one large airline, the pilots association has approached FfIA (AFt-CIO) 
wi.th the demand that protection for furloughed pilots be provided by allowing 
them to take flight engineer jobs. 
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In tro1'IJl'IIary, the flight engineers request that all occupants of the third 
seat in the cockpit be l"equired to have a.irfra.me a.nd en.:-;1.ne (A and E) licenses 
in addition to the Flight "ngineer's certificate stipulated by present Oiv:n 
Aeronautics r'R'lllations. The tlnion feels that both the National Mediation 
Board and the American FP.deration of Labor have recogni~ed it as a separate 
craft from that of pUots. It maintains that the mechanical tasks performed 
by the enp'~neer contri>ute to both safet,. and ef'1.o1.enc1'; that the kind of pre-
ventative maintenance possible with flight engineers possessing a thorough 
mechanical bac~round cannot be provided by a pUot-engineer or a flight engin-
eel" who does not have the ability to obtain t.he Airframe and F,nglne license. 
_PO..,s_t_ti_Oll_ ~ Vario~ _Air~]._in;.;e_8 
c. R. Smith, President of American .Airlines, sayan 
"The facts of the situation are that there is need for the service 
of a night enginef'.r t and there 18 no need for the services of a 
third pilot. 'I'hern 81"9 two qualified pilots on each ot the air-
line planes, and that number has been found to be sufficient by the 
CAB, by the airline experience I and by the jud.gment ot airline 
management. In the oase of .Amerioan, we have a specifiC written 
obl1.gation to respect and oontinue the services of the flight engineer. tt6 
'i'rans World Airlines and its night engineere have ooncluded an agreement 
Iwbich will extend to Janual"1' 1, 1960, and provides tor retention ot the meoh-
anlcal specialist engineer aboard TWA'e jet airliners. Trans World feels its 
flrst obligation is to provide s(')rvice t.o the publio. It also feels tha.t its 
6Aviation DaHl, Washington, July 28, 1958, p. 192. 
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best course in fulfi.l1:i.ng this obligation is to continue with meehan:i.c engin-
e~rs, as experience has dictated exceptional safety results with this type or 
opt"ration.7 
Eastern Air Lines, whose engineers have threatened to strike, has si..~ned 
a oontract with its pilots, but which did not guarantee the engtneerls seat to 
the pilots union. Eutern has adopted a "handa-of.ttt polic,. on the crew com-
plement isaue. It has told its empl.,,-ee8 that it stands ready to assist both 
ALPA (AFL-CTO) and FE!! (AFI.,..CIO) to resolve their dif'ferenc9s over the crew 
complement issue but that it oannot go beyond the nationts laws to be of 
us istance. 6 
Weetern Air Lines. victim of a pilote' strike during the spring of 1958, 
and frequently beset with chaotic comp~i1ot relations, feels that the air-
lines should be removed from. the jurisdiction ot the Railway Labor Act. 
Western's President Terrell C. Dri.nlorater draws a parallel between the long and 
costly experience of the railroads with ttfeatherbedding" and feels that the 
ettrrent trends in the pilot associationts polieywould lead to airline"feather-
bedding".? Westem has a contract with its pilots until September, 1959, at 
whioh time it will reoeive its first turbine equipment. 
Continental Air Lines is trying to switch to pilot engineers, but does 
have a oontract with FEll (A.F'.L-CIO) oalling for airframe and engine licenses 
1Ibid, Washington, July 31, 1956, p. 229. 
-8 Ibid, Washington, October 21, 1958. 
-
9rb1d, Washington, May' 27, 191)8. 
-
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for its engineers. It attempted recentlJr to hire some furloughed United pilot 
engineers, but was restrained by court action £rom doing so as long as SOBle ot 
its own engineers with airframe and engine licenses were still on furlough"lO 
Pan American has signed a three-year agreement with its flight engineers 
and is currently negotiating with its pilots. The Air Line Pilot Association 
(AJ'L..CIO) has apparently given up hope of replacing engineers with pUot 
engineers on this carrier. 80 has demanded a fourth crn .member, who would be 
a third pilot. 
Contrast with these foreoasts statements made by men thoroughly fal'J!iliar 
with jet equipment, having flight tested 'Boeing 707 and Lockheed Electra 
equlpmerrt, for over a year. Harold "Fish" Salmon, chief test pUot on the 
Lockheed Electra said "As I see it, the third pilot on the Electra Ylould be 
going along for the ride, as a trainee. .And he wouldn't get in much flying 
time at that. The FJ.ectra i8 easier to fly than artY' piston powered airplane 
in operation todq. The low noise level and lack of vibration has reduced 
pilot fatigue to a minimum." A. M. "1'ex" Johnson, top test pilot of the 
Boeing 707 said. "It will normally o'P"rate with a crew o£ three I pilot, eo-pilot 
and fl1ght-engineer,,11 An A.ir Force Major General, concerned with crew sarety 
who preferred anonym ~ tysald, "Iwould not want a third pilot in the jet trans-
port cockpit. ,,11 
10Ibid, 'Washington, 'Mtq 21, 1958. 
-llIbid, Washington, June 9, 19,8, p. 284. 
-
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Air Transportation Assoc:l.ation 
The Air Transport Association, which represents the totality of: scheduled 
air lines in the United States" :ts sharply critical of the Air Line Pilots 
Association (A.F'L-CIO), although not attacking its crew compliement policy. 
The group po:tnts out that the industryts annual payroll of $800,000,000 amoun: 
to almost half the expense ot running the airline. The highest paid group, 
pUots, constitute less than 10 per cent ot the total PSi,.'Vl'"oll. !:.~ 1957 J the 
average tor captains flying domestically was $17, ns, with an average of 
$22,238 for international flying. Moreove~f where a pilot demands wages of 
!28,000 a year, the potential value to the pilot is about $37,550 when other 
advantages such as pension, are included. The liberal strike benefit plan, 
entitlln~ a pilot to $650 per month, enables the union frequently to threaten 
strikes. The Air Transport Assoclation says that the Air Line Pilots Associ-
ation (AFL-CTO) employs the strike threat at lea.st once during virtually every 
negotiation of a contract. The Airline group is highly critical of the Railway 
Labor Act jurisdiction ovp.r airline operations.1! 
The AFt-CIO has taken cognisance of the situation. In a letter dated 
Februar.y 11, 1958, a committee of APt-CIO vice-presidents reported to President 
George :Mearty'l 
12Ibid .. , Washington, September 26, 1958. 
-
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1. "'l."he oommittee feels that the close relat1.onship of' the :flight crew, 
which is now faced wl.th the introdu.otion of an entire new series of larger and 
faster aircraft, makes it imperative that the flight crew must belong only to 
one organisat1.on. The committee, after hearing the arguments of both the FEIA 
(AFL-CIO) and ALP! (m,...crO), oan find no reason why the merger of these two 
organizations mould not become a. realit,.. 
2. The cO'ml'llittee recomMends that the Air Line Pi-lots Association (AFL-
CIO) bF! instructed to recognize the jurisdiction of the Flight Engineers am to 
refrain from attempt{ng to enlist night engineers into membership in the ALPA 
AFt cro), 
The pilot group i.e prepared to acoept the reoommendations of the AFL-CIO, 
bat the fli~ht engineers union has repeatedly rejected merger negotiations.l ) 
AD:! so the controversy continues today. It is reaching such intensity 
that it may ground the nationAs airlines. The results of the conflict have 
been to divide ALP! (~IO)# sinoe a fairly large group of the more senior 
pllots strongly favor mechanio enginer'TsJ hurt the airlines, and distra.ct the 
night cren from the t~chnieal problr·ms ,of jet turbine transports on which 
they must work together as a cohesive unit. 
l3ltewe Release from Hammond, Beamish, and Crinnell, Publio helations 
Or,:;nnization for Flight En,,:tneers Ae~ooiation International, New York, March 
4, 19~8. 
CHAPTER IV 
R~COOm:NDATIONS OF GOVERllMENT BOARDS 
Emergency Boards Number 120 and 121 
On Jl1l;y 21, 19,8, the two Emergency Boards appointed in Januar,r, 19,6 to 
consider the labor disputes between Eastern Air tines and its pilots and flight 
engineers reported to the President. 
David L. Cole of Paterson, New Jerrwy, Chairman, Saul Wallen of Boston, 
and Dudley- E. Whiting of Detroit were the members of both boards. The follow-
ing is It short reaume of their ninety-eight page report. 
'the pilote insist that on the jets the third man must have pilot qualifi-
cation. in addition to the flight engineer cei:'tUicate stipulated by gOV611ll!lent 
regulations, in order to aaeist the pUots j.n some of the many additi.onal ~-
1ng duties they rill have in the 6O()..ml1e-an-hour airplanes Which Will £1:7 at 
altitudes of 30,000 to 40,000 feet, where danger of accidental decompression 
is great. The Board sustained the pilots on the turbojets on the grounds ot 
.aret,. and efficienq, pointing to the great increase in hazard due t,o air 
traffic congestion which will come with the introduction of the new airplanes, 
the need for constant vigilance, and hence for relief from detailed navigation, 
communication, and paper work. It was also suggested tha.t the third man, 
capa.ble of tl:y:tng the aircraft in an emergency, provides an :lJnportant u.f'et7 
factor. 
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The night eng5neers demand that higher mechanical qualifioations be re-
quired rather than ny-ing ability was rejected becau.se of the decline in mech-
anical. duties which can be performed in flight in these highly automat 1c air-
planes and bnoause the greater need is for assistance and relief for the pilot. 
The Boards noted that the AFL-CIO has seTeral times since 1955 been as~d 
to intervene in these inter-union disputes and has each time urged the two 
unions to Merge as the best solution. The pilots have agreed to move in this 
direction but the Flight Engineers have ref'ued. 
'l'he Boards further emg~sted means of protecting the jobs of incumbent 
flight engine~rs Qy leaving the present job qualifications unchanged as to all 
piston an.d turboprop airplanes and by having y.~astern Air Lines agree to offer 
pilot training to night engineers who CD quality for pilot work. It also 
proposed that, durinp; thf' period or transition from piston to turbine powered 
airpl81'1es that night engineers should take pilot training, but maintain their 
seniOrity on the flight engineers' list so that thq ma,. return to their former 
jobs it neeessar". 
These recommendation. in the crew complement disputes are sim.tlar in some 
respects to' the program nOlf being implemented at United Air Lines where the 
mechanical flight engineers are beine required to obtain pilot qualifications. 
'1he Board. report, which has been approved by President Eisenhower, does 
not oonstitute a settlement of the strike threat against Eastern Air LiMs. It 
is int!'!rpreted, however, a8 a victory for the pilots union. George Petty" 
~res1dent of FEI! (AFL-CIO), promptly rejected the report ~ stating -.e will 
accept no findings on the crew complement issued by the Board." He branded the 
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report ftineredible and foolish. 1f Clarenoe N. Sayen, President or ALPA (!It"1-
OTO), was satlafied with the overall report, saying. "It now becomes the re-
oommendation ot the President ot the United States, anel, therefore carries 
gt"eat weight and must be oare.fully considered.1t 
There is no doubt that the boards' decision 1s a sharp blow to the flight 
engineers union. The 1l!lion has been strengthening its position for 8evera! 
year. to _et the anticipated deoline in cockpit jobs during the initial stages 
of jet transport operations. Its ohances tor ultimate survival now rest on ita 
turlher negotiations with other airlines, since tinal decision on crew quali-
fications, over and abcwe certain mininmms established by government regula-
t:tou, rest with each carrier 1.nYolved. 
The report said that "atlight engineer taking pilot training w111 pre-
eu:mably do so on his own time, although at oomp8.lV expense.ttl It added that 
if the engineer chooses to be trained as a pilot .. his seniority on the engi-
neer list should continue to accrue tor sufi'iaient time to assure him job 
protection. 
FEU (AFL-CIO), on .11117 25, rejeoted reoommendations of the emergency 
'board. The '.astern Air Lines local chairman said that the board's proposal 
.as a "ridiculous oompromis.," addingt -We are right baok: where we sta:rted 
~eijr ~ ~ President by Emergency Board H120,Washington, Jul3r 21, 
1958, p. • 
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last Januar.r before the fact-finding board entered the picture.·2 The comment. 
of t,he local FE!A (A.FL-Cro) Chairman, Jack Robertson, of Washington, D. C., 
are apparently well taken. Some Airline Employee Relation Departments feel that 
that Emergency Boardts possible solutions to Eastern Air Lines' current labor 
difficulties easi17 may have proposed compromises 80 broad as to be ine.ffecti.,... 
tn effect, the Board did not rule on orew oomplements involving turbine powered 
aircraft. The 'Board proposed that turboprop airplanes be flown with mechanic 
personnel and turbojet8 with pilot trained engineers. This approach seems to 
have satistied j118t about no one, although the pUots union hu expressed some 
degree of &pp1"GVal. lutem Air Lines itself, although later "aoeept1ng" the 
rel'Ql't. ia 1m<Mn to be 8OI181l'hat ahort of overjoyed at the proepect of add i-
/ 
tional trairling eo8t.8, estiMted. by Eastern to be in the neighborhood of 
.,,000,000. 
An Eastem Air Lines bulletin to all pilots and flight engineers stated 
that the companr -has given the Boardts report ver.y careful consideration and 
has decided to _capt the recomm.endatiOD.ll oontained in it." The bulletin out-
lined its understanding that on all present airoraf't requiring flight engineers 
and em the Lockheed Electra turboprop all present flight engineers will be used 
without additional qualitloatiO'ml, subject only to checking out on the aircrait 4 
On no-8 t s and an;y future turbojet aircraft requiring flight engineers, the 
II • .... 
2Ava1ation Dai;ll, Washington, July 2" 1958, p. 18,3.,1 
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night engineer will be required to have "the buic qualifications of a pilot tt 
in order better to assist the pilote in performance of their duties.· The com-
l'4IV further etated that it wlll offer present flight engineers who are in 
line tor advancement to new aircrafi the amount of training normally required 
to obta1.n it. oommercial license with an instrument rating; to be ta.ken on the 
engineer's own time. The flight engineer wUl be familiarized with the jet 
aircraft, but will not be required to haTe the .&me tamUiarity and sldll W'hic 
are expected of the pUot and c .... pUot.3 
Eutem did not make Al'O" comment on the Board 1. proposal tor a merger 
between AIJ>A and rEIA (both AFL-OIO). beyond noting that the recommenda.tion. 
otter po'81bUltiee tor greater hal'lYlO'11Tin the cockpit, but that the coJ'l\P&llT 
wU.l not tnterten with itl employee '. choi" ot bargaining representati ..... 
Company and union aotion following the oomparry's bulletin are best 
followed in chronological order. A8 noted before j the Emergency Board'. order 
was i.sued on July 21. Eastern accepted the Doard'srecommentiation. on August 
17. 
On A~mrt 19, FEIA (AFL-CIO) officials announced that Eutern •• accept-
ance ot the Board'. recommendations will pro~ reeu1t in a night engineer 
strike. Th.,- did not reveal. strike plane but 8~ld, should one occur, in all 
likelihood it 'rill be without advance notice. The hope that the airline could 
continue operating without night engineers ill a :remote one. United Air Lines, 
3Ibid., August 22, 19~8, p. 391. 
-
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in 19S6, suffered no substantial breakdown in operations when flight engineers 
struck there. The pilots flew :in the flight engineers' position. Everyone 
beli.eves that Eastern's pilots would be very willing to do this also. However, 
the key to this situation is the ground meohanios, who are not likely to per-
mit it. A short review of another Eastern dispute involving the meohanics will 
make this reasoning clear. 
Several years ago, during a ground mecbanic [members of lAM (AFL-CIO)] 
strike at Eastern, the pilots were asked for support. This would have mean.t 
!honoring mechanios' picket lines and refusing to fly the airplanes. The pilots 
!local chairman informed the mechanics that ALP! (AFL-CIO) policy dictated that 
lPilots not perform the work of other cratts, but it Wh also the policy not to 
!be bound by the p1.cket lines of other unions. The only concession that ALPA 
(AFt-CIO) 'WOuld make is that it would not t1y the aircraft unless they' (the 
jaircraft) were properly maintained. It will be recalled that the Civil Aero-
~autios Act provided that the campan)" has a legal responsibility to provide 
!sate transportation, whioh certainly includes adequate maintenanoe. Therefore, 
jlJM oompatJ,y would have been requtred, by 1_, to cease operations it it could 
~ot provide proper maintenance. Eutem Air Lines was able to provide for 
I!!aintenanoe elsewhere, to the detrpD.ent of the strike's effectiveness. It 
appeared to the ground mechaniCS, that the only pUot concession was, therefore, 
Il meaningless one. The pilots, o£ course, oontinued tor the entire period of 
~he strike to fly the airplanes. 
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~ (AFL-OIO) 
The mechanics, during the current dispute between the flight engineers 
and the pilots over the third seat in the aircraft, has remained neutral. 
If a strike occurs I by either the pilots or engineers I this issue will 
be the hasiB for it. The lAY (AFL-CTO) local at Eastern, following the lead 
o~ the International, has remained neutral. But "neutrality" for them wUl 
mean supporting the flight engineers in a str:Uce. The reasoning is that it 
the night engineers go out and the pilote stay on the job, also filling the 
engineers' position, th€ mechanics would be supporting the pilots by staying 
on the job. Assisting them in their ttstrik:t!breaking program" would be adverse 
to. all normal trade union practioe. Therefore, the only way for them to "stay 
neutral" 1s to walk out I too. 
To add what appears to be a little ftpoetic justice" to the Situation, the 
! A~' (AFL-OIO) is telling the pilots the same story now that the mechanics 
heard when they struck and asked for ALP! (AFL-CIO) support. They will not do 
the pilotst work, but they say they will not maintain the aircraft unless they 
are "adequately rlawn". This means the inclusion of mechan:I.c-trained night 
engineers aboard the aircraft. 
On Friday, August 29, 1958, the Air Line Pilots A.ssociation (AFL-CIO) and 
~utern Air Lines reached agreement on a new pilots' oontract which will ex-
tend. until April 1, 1960, or shortly after Eastern Will have taken delivery 
on most ot its twel'lty Douglas DC-8 turbojets. Following all the controversy 
over who is to occupy the third sea.t, the agreement does not make any pro-
v:tsion to cover:l or even make referenoe to, crew complement. According to 
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offioials of the airline, the agreement substantially represents the Emergena,y 
Board's reeotmllendations on all matters exoept crew complement. The omission 
of this provision appears to have been deliberate~ designed to forestall a 
strike by the night engineers, who, however, reacted bT rei terat ing their 
decision to strike unless the company aided with them.h 
lor has this agreement fully satis:fled the Air Line PUots Association 
{AFL-CIO). On October 2, 1958, Clarence N. Sayen, President of ALP! (AFL-CIO), 
said that unleas 'F.astern Air Lines management goes :farther than merely accept-
ing the recommendations of the Board ",Uh respect t,() crew complement, Eastern 
Air Line pilots would refuse tb fl1 ~ airplane, effective October 4, 1958. 
S.,ents notice to ~astern said that the strike would, be a result of the com-
PM1'S failure to implement their verbal acceptance ot the Boardts report or 
make an agreement embodying it.1f Further. Sayen announced that "should the 
Eastern pUots be forced to withdraw from service over the crew complement 
issue under the deadline they have now been forced to establish, they would 
no longer feel morally bound by the Emergency Board t s recommendations. ,,5 The 
company' obtained a temporary injunction against the pUots prohibiting the 
strike of October 4. 
On October 21, the company restated its position on the ALPA-FEIA (AFL-
eTO) dispute. The statement says that 8.7J'¥ ALPA (.AFI,...CIO) strike would mean 
oalling a strike because the company W'O'Ul.d not make arq agreement with them 
4Ibid, J.ugu.st 29. 19~8, p,. 440. 
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as to the precise qualifications that flight engineers, who are represented 
by a different union, should have on future jet aircraft. Eastern further 
points out that it has put into effect all the recommendations of the Board 
to the extent possible at this time. It has signed an agreement with ALPA 
(AFL-CIO) regarding wages. Since the reconrnendation involving piston and 
turboprop airplanes are the same as the compan;r' 8 present qualifica.tions, t.his 
recommendation was automatically adopted. As to the turbojet issue: 
"The Board's report recommends that the flight engineer on 
striight jet aircraft have certain pilot qualiflca.t ion8 a.nd s'tlg-
gests oertain ohanges to cross-s&niority between pilots and en-
gineers. The cOMp&nJ'" feels that it has gone as far as it can go 
at this time tmrards furt:,her implementing the Boa.rcl IS recommenda-
tions and cannot proceed further until the two unions (ALPA and 
FRIA) get together among thftselYe8 and agree upon a method or 
procedure for the full implementation ot the emer9;ency board's 
recormnendations concem.ing the pilot andLtl:lght engineer rela-
tionship on the straight-jet airplanes.ftO 
That is where the matter stands today. as far as Eastern .Air Lines is 00 
eerned. No great progress has been made short of the precedent set by the 
Emer~ency Board. Roth unions are stUl adamant about their positions. gaste 
is, perhaps, fortunate that it does not receive ~:it8 first Dougl .. DC-8 untU 
about Jan'tta.ry' 1, 1960. By this time, all the other large caT'riers rlll have 
had jet operations for at least foor months, and the matter may well be set-
tled for them. 
The President t 8 Emergenoy Board Number 123 was called to assist in a dis-
6Eaetern Air Lines Bulletin to All Employees, New York Oity, October 21, 
19~8. 
pute imrolving Trans World Airlines and FEIA (AFL-CIO). The sole member of 
the Board was Dudley E. 'V'lhiting. of Detroit. lb'. VflIiting was also a member of· 
Emergency Boards number 120 and 121 in the Eastern Airlines dispute. TWA 
engineers had threatened a strike to begin June .3, 1958. The compan;:r, however, 
obtained a temporary restraining order from Judge Mortimer W. Byers of the 
Federal Distrlct Cou::t't of New York. 
The decision of Mr. ~!fhiting came 8B ,a oonsiderable surprise to virtually' 
all concerned, espeoiAlly when his part in the Eastern Air Lines case is con-
sidered. The Board nominated the mechanic trained f"light engineer for: the 
third seat in all future TWA. transports as well as those presently operating. 
'l'WA has on order thirty-three Boeing 707 turbojets and. also thtrty Oonvair 880 
turbojets. These airpUmes are the same, in principle of propulsion, as the 
DOI1g1as DC-8 jets to be put into servioe by Eastem, and on which pilot engi-
neers were recOtm'lended. J'oreover, the Boeing 107 and the DO-8 wID use the 
very same engines, a factor which serves to increase the similarity. The only 
exception made by the Board 'ftS that IfU some future cha.."lgEl in qualificatiOns 
(by' p,overnment edict) becomes effective. • .no cont.ractual restriction should 
be permitted to render the fulfUling of that responsibility impossible.-7 
TWA.'!, first obligation, the report states, is to provide service to the public. 
An analysiS of this report leads one to the conclusion that it is not 
necessarily completely inoonsistent with the recontmendations made in the 
Eastern Air !.i.nes case. In both reports it was recoenised, and. strongly 
1Re~rt to the President by F.mBrr;ency Board 1123, Washington, July 25, 
1958, p. • 
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emphasized, that any determination of crew qualificatlons, over govetrnmel'lt 
regulat.ed minil'mll'lS, is a management responsibility. Mr. Whiting, however, 
will not comment as to why two boards on which he sat as a member S'Ilgg8Sted 
dia.'I!19trl.cally opposed policies. 
One posslbUi.ty in the TWA cue is that the oarrier has extensive over-
seas routes. As mentioned in previous chapters, a flight engineer at one 
time was virtu~lly a necessity on foreign routes. Sine. the waT, however, 
great strides in facUities for maintaining airoraft have been made overseas, 
with the resUlt that TWA operatiorus results tor international SGrlfice ha.ve 
been comparable with its domeetic service for some years. In the domestic 
area, if it is safer for Eastern Air L1.nos to have pilot engineers, why is it 
8afer for TWA to have mechanic engineers? Their jet equipment will be at 
least similar, both have excellent ma1.ntenance facilities. The domestic 
rout. strueture of the carriere di.ffer, with Eastem basically operating in a 
tria.ngular pattern, \fiam1 at the apex with armll extending northward to Wash-
ington, lew York and Bouton, and northwestward to Chicago, Cleveland and 
Detroit. Trans World, on the other hand .. is pr1maril:;r an east-west carrier 
compared to Bastern t" norlh-south operation. On the East Coast the basic 
terminals are Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington, through Chicago, 
K'ansas Oity. and St. Louis to Los Angeles and San Francisco. on the West Coast. 
In December, TWA will also ina;ugurate servioe from St. Louis to Miami. Both 
carriers' route structures serve the highest density traffic points in the 
country. These are the cities where aircraft congestion will be most severe. 
On J~ 31, the Flight Enginr:ers Association International (A.FL-OIO) and 
Trans World Airlines concluded an agreement extending until January I" 1960 
and providing for opera.tlon of TWA jets by mechanio-eng1neer personnel. T'«A 
will be fiying jet equ:J:pment for most of 1959 J this will allow a thorough 
evaluation of the necessity for meehanie-engineers on turbine jet airc~nft. 
The scope clause a180 provides that FF:JA (AFJ:,...CIO) will oontinue to be reoog-
nised as bargaining agent for all indi.viduals who perform the night engineer-
ing function aboard TWA aircraft. Wage increases were estimated b;r the union 
to be between 9 and 14 per cent, ~_th an additional 20 per cent increase for 
jet a'lrcraf't.8 
The reaction of ALP.! (AJi'L...CIO) to the recommendation of Board number 123 
was swift. On July 31, the Association said that the report. 
"did not b,y ~ stretch of the imagination, rule on orsw comple-
ment. requirements for jet aircraft. Thus it cannot be compared 
with the Eastern Air Lines board which did rule on the qualifi-
cations of the third crew member on jets and recommended that, 
in the interests ot safety aId efficietlCT the third crew member 
should be a pilot.-
In the TWA recommendation, :in the view r4 .ALP! (AFL-CIO), the board recognized 
the need for l.ncreased q,ualifications, either on the part of government or 
management and made provision for them. Thill increased qualification, accord-
ing to Say_, 1s to be a pilot t II lioense. 
The Air Line Pilots Association (AFt-CIO) is one of the few groups that 
thinks this is the ease. In the opinion of ind"llstr.r experts, the agreement 
8Av1atlon Da£:" Washington, July :U, 1958, p. 229. 
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merely indicates which group will bear the cost of training in the event of 
further requirements. 
"If additiona.l qualifications or licenses are required by gov-
ernment rep;ttlation, the employees should be allowed a reasonable 
t1.me to qualify. but, since that is no fault of the company, the 
employee has an obligation to obtain such qualification or 
license at his own expense and on his own tL~. r~, however, 
the Compan;y imposes additional qualifications it is only fair 
that the employees be given a reasonable time to obtain suoh 
qualifioations on Company time and at ComPBnr expense_"9 
C. R. Smith, Presi.dent ot .American Airlines, has emphasized that the 
Eastern A.ir Lines recommendation. does not fit an entirely separate dispute 
involving comparable personnel ot his airline. Smith feels that a mechanic-
engineer is absolutely vital to the operation of his airline. He feels the 
iSf;ue is whether a competent night eneineer, according to Civil Aeronautics 
Board requirements t should also have the ability to fly the airplane. Ameri-
can'smanagement teels that if an eng1 . neer must be a. pilot in addition to the 
other duties of his profession, the obvious end result would be an increase in 
the job opportunities for pilots, with a remlction of opportunities for engi-
neers who are not pilots. Mr. Smith says flatly that there is a need for the 
services of a fl1.p'ht enfdneer, but none for a third pilot. Further, American's 
presf.dent says r 
"It is the opinion of the management of American Airlines that 
the highest standards of operating safety will accrue if the 
different members of the flight crew are required to have proven 
competency in their own professional fields. ~>.rican has an 
aP,reement with FF.IA whioh ha.s yet nearly five years to run. I 
am sure that it is not the intention of the Boaro that the 
airlines will oease to respect their obligations to the unions 
which represent their empl~es. In the oase of American we 
have a specifi..o, written obltgati~8 to respect a.'1d continue the 
BAni.ces of the fl i.ght engi.neer." 
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On August 1, Mr. Sayen of AIJ>A (AF'.[....CIO) challenged ·Mr. Smithts state-
ment. He sald that, in the p:J.1ots· opinion, American's statement wasz 
"nothing more than an attempt to Calil.ouflage an error in corporate 
judgment at the expense of solving a critioal operational problem 
that the jets .... Ul bring. This error occurred when the company 
signed a t'i"f'e-year oontract destgned to place specialised, rather 
than f'ul1y qualified orew members in the third oockpit seat, 
therebY hoping to economize on training oosts and avoiding a diffi-
cult safety problem. The company is now attempting to cover up 
this gross error in judgment and justify their intentions of go-
ing ahead and operating without tully qualified crews despite the 
olearl.:y.deltneated need for such a orew." 
Further, ALP! (AFL-CIO) has not changed its policy of putting three qualified 
pilots in the cockpit of each turbine powered airplane.ll 
The latest development is an accusation by the Air Line Pilots Associa-
tton (AFL-CIO) that A.,"!tf>.rioan Airlines, Pan .American ~"lorld Atrways, and the 
Flip.ht Fngineers Assooiation (AF.'L-CIO) ha.ve negotiated "sweetheart" contracts 
for the opera.tion of jet aircraft. The pilots oontend that the two airlines 
have accepted. an inad.equate concept of flight crew tratntng and qualIfi.oations 
in suoh oontracts in an attempt to perpetuate the speoialist crew ooncept. In 
return, they have reoeived from the FF;JA (AFL...cro) agref'ments on favorable 
tprms, with weak rules, and with a moratorium on further bargaining for from 
three to five years. Mr. Sayen has charged that FEI! (AFL-CIO) was evidently' 
lot:Jew ~ Times, July 26, 1953. 
llWews Release from Air Lines Pilots ASSOCiatIon, Chicago, August 1, 
1958, p. i. 
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willing to pay any price to p~rpetuate the specialist crew concept on those 
carr:ters t future aircraft. He said the policies of the Air tine Pilots Asso 
iation (AF'L-CIO) require tha.t a crew of three fully qualified pilots be pro-
vided for the operation of turbine-powered aircraft over 80,000 pounds. The 
Association intends to push this policy to a conclusion. This policy of .ALP 
(AFL-cTO), according to Mr. Sayen, fully intends that turbine powered airor 
will not be operated b;r the pilots 1l.1),til a ftiJ.l:y' qualified crew complement is 
provided. In the opinion of the pilots group, the agrec'ments betwnen ll'EIA 
(m-c!O), American Airl1.nel, and Pan American World Ainray-s do not provide 
such a tully qualified crew complement.l2 
12!bid., October 15, 1958, p. 1. 
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CHAPrER V 
OUTLOOK FOP. THE FOTURP'.-GONCLUSIONS 
Virtu$.lly all labor unions are looking f01"\1fard to the swiftly approach-
ing jet age no lees apprehensively than other major aviation groups charged 
with the planning and preparation for commercial jet operations. 
The airlines' general lack of experience with jets, and similar lack of 
certain knowledge of their capabilities makes prediction of manpower require-
ments difficult and, therefore, labor's position uneasy. 
The Airline Pilots Association (AFL-CIO) which represents all airline 
pilots, i. present~y negotiating for at least sixteen new contracts. At this 
poi.nt all but two have required assistance ot the Na.tional Mediation Board. 
One stri:b of mOre than a hundred days t duration has already taken place 
against Westem Air Lines. 
The Flight Engineers Association International (AFL-CIO) 1. the prinoipal 
representative for flight engineers and is currently negotiating seven con-
tract., four of which require the aid of the National Mediation Board. 
The author feels that in the next tew years there wUl be a period of 
flight ard ground crew layoffs as the jets are introduced. If the airline 
basiness picke up as most airline leaders think it will, then the layotfs will 
be only temporary. However, there rl1l still be men out ot work tor a time. 
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Table V showa just how each flight orew labor union is .ftlring in the 
battle to oontrol the third seat in the oockpit. 
Airline 
t 
Branitf' 
Capital 
Continental 
Delta 
Easternl 
Flying Tiger 
National 
Northeast 
Northwest 
Trans World 
United 
Panagra 
TABIE V 
Current Standings in Flight Engineer Di.put. 
PUot-Qualitied 
FliJht Engineer 
X 
I 
x 
1 
Mechanic-oriented 
Fl1Sht !Bsineer' 
X 
I 
X 
I 
X 
I 
I 
I 
Switching from 
Meohanio to Pilot 
EgJineer 
I 
I 
lEastem, of course, is a special case in which mechanio-engineers are 
definitely flying piston and turboprop equipment. Nothing has been decided 
for turbojet operation. 
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Table V tends to indicate that the Flights Engin.eers are somewhat ahead 
in TeS1llts at this point. Only two airlinest United and Conttnental have de-
serted the ranks of mec"anic-engineers and even Continental's pOsition is not 
certain. at this time. That carrier still has an effective contract with FE!! 
(J.FL..OIO) stating that all engineers must have an airframe and engine license. 
The company has been unable to obtain pl1ot-engineera with the ".A. and Eft 
license, and has been prevented by court injunotion from hiring pilot engi-
neers without the A and I license until a new contraot is negotiated with FEU 
(A.FL-CTO). The old contract has expired but its Pl'OvisionB remain in effeot 
untU .. new contract has been negotiated. The engineers union has shO\1tD no 
great deem to negotiate this new oontract. FEU. (.IF.t-CIO) is apparently orf 
to A head start having secured oontracts with three of the five largest car-
riers, Amer:tean, Pan Amerioan, and TWA, another 6f the tive i. in doubt, 
F.astem, and the filih. United, seems pretty well lost. 
ALP! (Ai'L-CIO) itt an extreme~ powerful union. as can be seen by 1ts 
atrike benefit. ot $65'0 per month. It is possible that ALP! (AFL-CIO) could 
impon its will on art1' one of the three big oatTier. that have signed agree-
menta with mA (.AFL-OTO), it does not seem; however, that the pilots could 
succeed in beating all three. The '"%"1' recent agreement between the large 
United states oarriers to return their excess revenues to struck partner to 
the agreement would seem to preclude the p<)s81bilit7 ot an ALPA (AFL-CIO) total 
victory.l To have ar'l1 opportunity of winning suoh a battle the pilots (or 
lwall Street Journal, November 1, 1958. Agreement between American, 
Trans '\IV-arld, Pan American, Eastern, United, and Capital Airlines. 
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engineers) would have to strike a.ll the carriers in the agreement. This WO'Uld 
have the ef~eot o~ almost completely curtailing air transportation in the 
United states and would also make it impossible for ALP! (AFL-CIO) to pay it.s 
standard strike bE'Jnefits as almost 80 per cent of its pilots would not be 
able to contribute anything to the union. This also applies to FEll (AFL-CIO), 
but it is not likely to seek a shut...dOlm of the whole industry because their 
program seems to be ahead. 
One situation that has a strong bearing on the cue has been Virtual.ly 
ignored within the industry. All indications point to the fact that a large 
group of senior Captains do not agree with the polioies of their .Association 
and strongly prefer the inclusion of mechanic flight engineera aboard their 
aircraft for reasons of safety. lWv letters in industry magazines from 
senior pilots state this and it ia the certain knowledge of the author that :in 
mal'J3' instances, pUots on one major airline definitely' prefer mechanic engi-
neers to a third pilot. Then pUota without exception preter to remain 
anonymous in order to avoid possible reprisals from their union. A majority 
of the pilots of at least two major airlines are mown to be dissatisfied with 
current ALP! (AJ.l"L..CIO) strategy. 
~inion of the Author 
Tbe sympathies of the author are with the night engineers. He teels 
that airline ma.nagements should no more make a change in the engineers' agree-
ment .. without their consent, than they should a change in the pilots' agree ... 
ment without their consent. 
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Both groups make good cases for the safety factor. The allegations of 
ALP! (AFL-CIO) &gem a little hollow, hO'Wever, in view of their willingness to 
accept nono-pilot qualified flight engineers on turbine aircraft provided they 
are members of the ALPA (A.P'L-CIO) and not FEll (AFL-CIO). 
The pilots talk a. good deal. about the ufail safe" concept, but only re-
garding turbine powered aircraft. War have they suggested that a third pilot 
is necessBX7 in the Viscount turboprop, but haTe demanded it in the Eleotra 
turboprop. VoreoYeJ", even the extra man does not prOVide complete safety. 
The argument for ... econd engineer in man;r railroad trains is that if the first 
engineer becomes disabled, the second one could take over. The recent fatal 
accident of .. ~ersey Central train at Ne1rark involved the disability due to 
hem condition of the first engineer, but the second (a fireman, which the 
eompany' oonsiders as second eng'i.!leer) failed to assume oommand. 
ALPA (.AJ'L,..CIO) alao has a good 'QrgtUll8nt :regarding progression in the cock-
pit. '1'he night engineer conld become suffiCiently proficient to become a 00-
pi.lot and thertce a pilot. This ignores the tact that a definite progression 
Elitist. with the night engineers ,job as the goal. The mechanics in the ground 
crew virtuall:7 to a man are aiming at the dq when they will be able to attain 
the necessary skills to fulfill airline regulations and become qualified flight 
engineers. MalV' of theee people are not interested in pUoting techniques and 
have no desire to become pUO't •• 
Morel!m9:r, the demands by pilots for pay increases appear to be exceasive. 
They are apparentq relating their pay demands to the productivity of a single 
piece of equipment which does not take into account the overall com.pal\V 
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experienee wit.h the new equipment. They are ignoring increased maintenance 
costs,capital outlay am all other related factors. By relating pqto the 
specific productivity of one piece of equipment, such as the ,jet airplane, the 
pay' of a select few .m.a;y, without arrr effort on their part, s''..lddenly skyrocket 
to extreme and disproportionate heights. 
At this time the fut,ll'G looks very unclear for arr:! oonorete decisions. 
The government could solve the problem by' requiring either a pilotts license 
t:Ir an A.and E license for all jet operatiomh A change in requirements is 
considered extremely unlikely as no real reason exists for ohanging present 
requirements. It seems then that the problem must be eventnally faced squareljr 
by each individual a:i..rline. United Air Lines appears to be in about the best 
situation since it has an agreement with its engineers, represented by FETA 
(A.FL-OIO), that they be pilot qualified. Some trouble may still exist for this 
carrier sinoe the demand of ALP! (AFL-CIO) that this individual be eLployed 
as a pilot, and thus be a member of ALP! (AFL-CTO) has not been met. 
For the future, then, the author looks £or one major strike on the part 
of ALP! (.AF'L-CIO).. either against Pan American World Airrlays in early 1959, 
or against American Airlines in late winter or the early spring of 1959. The 
first jets operated by t.hese airlines will be f1C'JWn by sllpervisor:r personnel, 
but this oannot la.st tor long, nor is it likely that ALP! (A..F'.L-CIO) will per-
1I'I.it this for more than a short time. Iiurthar, some compromise on the part of 
ALP! (A:F'L-CTO) is almost a. foregone conclusion. They have lost or are losing. 
three major be.ttles, and their demand for a third pilot in a four-man crew is 
expensive enough to completely wipe out the operating profit of many a large 
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carrier and will not b~ tolerated. 
But today the controversy smolders. It is reaching such intensity that 
it may ground the nation's airlines. The saddest part is that there is enough 
increased productivity in the jet airliners, which, when combined with the 
sharply increasing traveling population, means that nobody' really needs to 
suffer. There will be dollars and jobs enough for aJ.l todayfs employees :U' 
FE!A, ALPA (both AFT..-CtO), the government, and the carriers will be wUling to 
negottate on the basis of mutual trust and justice. 
EPILOGUE 
Recent de.elOJaeDts ill the 1IIdu.t17 haye alarified the third 
IUD sltuatio •• s far as Easten Air LiMs ud .Amerio •• Airlil18s are 
cODCsmed. It will be recallsd t.hat Eastern _COtiated a. agree_nt 
wl"h ALPA (AFL-CIO) guara.teea, a thUd pUot 1r1 the aookpit of aU 
f\tture EasterD je"liDers. The fllcht e.,..r was to beOQ18 pUo"'" 
qualified. Tbi. agre .. sDt preoipi tated a .trike b7 FEU. (m.-CIO) 
apillst Basten. The settl_Dt of tbe strne (ill whiah the IJ"OW1d 
•• ohuiol .ppenea the filcht •• ineerl) ooatlaed tbe _ehallic-
e.glaesr iD his positioD. The rssult is a toar-aaB flight arew, 
aollSi8tiai of pUct, oo-pUot, third pUot aad flilht snriBsllr. The 
third pUot IU7 be a tra1aee, ad the airl_ parantees this crew 
_'her a _aiDa of t6S0 per aollth. 
Ia the aa .. of Aaer1oa:a, pilots stn.ok to obta1Jl a third 
pUot sad won. The ooapositloll of tlw filcht erew will be the .... 
• s Ia.tel'll Air L1ass. The author \1Ildsr8'ta:ad. that Pan "'rioo 1. 
likewise oomattted to • toar.... orew durlac ourreat nsgotiatica •• 
An 18terestlag .ituatioa il de.elopiBg at URits. Air Liaes. 
The night "iaeer Oil this 11ae 1.8 alread7 pilot-qualified. T. 
paraaowat questi_ here il' Will ALP! (AJ'L-CIO) d_Dd four pilot. 
h the oockpitl of tJftited.s 00-8 Jets? The 111011181011 of • pUo\-
sDalMer 18 lJIllts4·s oockpits has .1readJ :tUltillsd ALPA (AFU-CIO) 
requireaents. It United dos, operate with a thr~ .... a. orew, It. crew 
008te wlll be 15-2'~ uader tho .. of Its 0_petltor8. 
On Dec_ber 20, 1958 United and !"ETA signed a contract under 
vhioh engineers vil1 be pilot-qualitied, but providing that Roa-pilot 
engineers aa1 cont!Jme on pistoll planes into the 1960's and theR quit 
'With severance pay of from tlO,OOO to 120,000. 
En,in~er8 received a wage increase retroactive to October 1, 
1957. Exaot vage prOVi8ions are uaDown, exoept that FEll (AFL-CIO) 
states ther are soaewhat higher than the FElA (AlL-CTO) - aerican 
lirlws settlemeat reaohed eight aoaths alO_ Agreeaent nms UBtil 
June 1, 1963. 
tJa1ted bas tor a •• tim. hired 0Bl7 pilot-.nliHers. Ullder 
the new ool1traot, ... u..ra em the payroll who are not ao qualified 
haT. until JaIluar,. 1, 1961 to pass the pilot enaillatioD in order to 
bfJ able to take jet trall81tioa traiaillg. If the engineer does not 
take pilot tra1DiIlg or 1£ he taUs tv!.ce to pas. the exaaiaation, he 
co OOJltlJme to work OIl piato. p18MI utU l_a17 1, 1963. Be asT 
then eleot to (1) quit and take 120,000 in severanoe par. or (2) oon-
tiaa. OD piston pl ... s as 10.1 al UAL flies the., vith seTerance paT 
decreasing $2,000 a lear to a $10,000 .in~. 
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